
Day 1, Interview 2

Summary
1. She is an Eritrean who lived in Ethiopia before the war in the late 90s, at which point

she was deported. In Eritrea she worked in the US embassy until a misunderstanding
caused her to fear for imminent imprisonment and/or execution.

2. She lived in a refugee camp in Ethiopia for 8 months before she was eligible to leave
to attend university in Ethiopia.

3. She just wants a normal, stable life.
4. She has lost many friends who were trying to make their way to Israel or Egypt by

way of the Sudan/Sinai.
5. She thinks there are two solutions to the problem. The temporary solution is for the

international community to provide refugees real options to prevent tragedies like
Lampadusa and exploitation. The more permanent solution is for Eritrea to have an
elected government, and therefore a legitimate government.



Video Transcription

16:48 - 18:41 [Introductions and getting set up] <Scott> Could you just say 
your name and where you’re from? <2> My name is 
[unintelligible] and I’m from Eritrea. I’m a refugee; an Eritrean 
refugee in Ethiopia. [Still getting set up, talking about audio/
technical stuff in background] [Chris explaining format]

18:41 - 20:19 <Chris Cotter> I guess we could just start by just hearing the 
story. I mean you told me a little bit in the lobby but, if you could 
just maybe repeat your story? <2> My name is [???] and I am 26 
years old. I was born and raised here, Ethiopia. And in 1998, the 
Ethiopia-Eritrea border conflict started. And so me and my family 
and the rest of 70,000 people were deported due to the conflict 
to Eritrea. And afterwards I stayed in my country for 13 years. 
And uh, I came to Ethiopia because the fear of execution. I was 
working at the American embassy. And there were some 
misunderstandings. So...[shrugs] I was supposed to be in prison 
by now. So I don’t want to be in prison somewhere where my 
family cannot see me. Or where I could be thrown in the middle 
of the desert. Who knows where I would be. So I was afraid of 
that execution. And I fled the country within 2-3 days. And now 
that I entered into the country in 2010, stayed in a camp, Camp 
Mayani [sp?], for eight months. Afterwards, the Ethiopian 
government was allowing us to participate in higher education. 
So I was fortunate enough to have this opportunity and I joined 
the university four years ago now. Now I’m in the third year law 
school. 
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20:20 - 21:53 <Chris Cotter> Can you describe some the conditions in Eritrea? 
<2> Well in Eritrea the conditions are as you can expect. The
country is unconstitutional. The government is not elected. The
government.. it’s been 25 years since we’ve seen.. 22 years
since we’ve seen any kind of election, legitimate election. It’s
been 13 years since the country is under national emergency.
Uh.. And people are constantly going to national service - from
age 18 until age 55 - you are the government’s property, literally.
So, uh, you can imagine the hardship. By itself, human rights is a
myth in Eritrea. We barely know what our rights are. We only
know our duties. So the government is exploiting us constantly,
by the name of national service. By the name of the country
needs you, your labour, and we’re constantly exploited. And in
this exploitation there are no rights. Anybody can come arrest
you, anybody can do anything that they want. The officials can
take you and make you do things like a slave, or property. So..
It’s barely imaginable to describe. Or to express. What the
situation in Eritrea is.

21:54 - 23:34 <Chris Cotter> And do you still have family there? <2> Yes. 
<Chris Cotter> You mentioned national service. And this national 
service starts when you’re 18? <2> Yes. <Chris Cotter> Until 55? 
<2> Yes, the normal course: You finish your 11th grade in your
cities. And then afterwards, you have to finish the 12th grade
back in the national service, where you perform this military
service. You perform the military service and then you go back to
school 12. And then you have this matriculation. If you pass, you
go to these little colleges that are not... credentialed. Just local,
little colleges, that the international community doesn’t know. If
you’re not, then you go back to them. And they will assign you
and deploy you to some friends or to some places. And then
you’re locked there. Forever. Until further notice. And the amount
your parents invested on you. The amount that you invested on
yourself, for eighteen years will be stole and snatched away from
you, until the age 55. Or until further notice. Especially for girls
you wouldn’t know. Unless you’re married or have a child, you
will never be released. It’s a game they play. Um, you’re basically
nobody to them. That’s the whole point.
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23:35 - 24:09 <Chris Cotter> How did you get out of the country? <2> I walked. 
<Chris Cotter> You just walked? <2> I walked. <Chris Cotter> 
And where did you end up first? <2> I walked... I paid some 
people, an amount of money, at the border. And then I walked for 
20 hours, and I entered into Ethiopian territory. And then I made 
it to the front, the Ethiopian Front. And the Ethiopian Fronts know 
how to deal with us. And they took us to the UNHCR, that is the 
Mayani Camp. 

24:09 - 24:51 <Chris Cotter> So despite the shoot to kill policies that they have 
at their borders, you decided to risk everything just to come to 
hope for a better future here in Ethiopia? <2> Yes [repeatedly].. 
You make two choices, to die or to live. So the choice that you 
make to die, is much more worth it than to live. That’s the whole 
point because you don’t want to die in there. You’d rather die on 
the borders. So me and the rest of the Eritreans, who are 
crossing the borders, every single day, are risking their life to do 
this. It’s pretty much, uh, unimaginable. 

24:51 - 25:07 [nothing]

25:08 - 26:23 <Chris Cotter> So, in your opinion, what should change to make 
things better in Eritrea? <2> My opinion, uh, I think the countries 
that are supporting the Eritrean government, should wake up and 
realize who are they supporting to. Not just their own benefit.. 
[garbled] They should see their own benefit only. Who are they 
supporting? Who are they backing up? This government is 
unconstitutional? People doesn’t like him. As you can see, 2 
thousand, or 1,500 people are crossing the border to Ethiopia. 
The double number to Sudan. So they have to be with the 
people. Especially the powerful countries, like the United States 
and European countries. Why are they supporting this kind of 
government? Because they are the examples of democracy, they 
are the examples of freedom. The American history, as you know 
it, is based on freedom. Why are they supporting their own 
freedom. So I want them to think, to rethink why they are doing 
this to the people. 
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26:23 - 26:59 <Chris Cotter> What would happen if you went back to Eritrea? 
<2> I’ll be immediately executed. Every person would be
execute. Especially, you see me on the cameras like this. I am
the target. Anybody is a target. Because coming to Ethiopia is
considered betrayal. So uh... We don’t see it that way. We just
want to breath, you know. We just want exile. If you go back your
life would be a mess.

27:00 - 28:36 <Chris Cotter> What could you hope for your future? <2> For 
me, I.. if I was in Eritrea? Or here? Here, I would like to see 
myself in a stable situation. I would like to see me being normal. I 
would like to get up in the morning and say ‘hey, I go to work, or I 
go to school, and nothing is going to threaten me by nationality 
or identity,’ I just want to be a normal person like an American 
person. I want to be a normal person like [unintelligible] Russia. I 
live in a country in which the confidence is still pending. I live in a 
country where some people think that I am still an enemy. I don’t 
know who is thinking what I am next to me. So if any kind of 
conflict [is] raised between Eritrea and Ethiopia I will be the 
target. I will die, maybe. I will be hit by.. a person. So I am 
constantly at risk. As you can imagine. Last time here, there 
were some terrorist acts threatened by the [unintelligible]. So the 
Eritrean people support [same unintelligible group name]. 
Everybody put us at the target. Eritrean people are also a 
terrorist. So we were afraid to get out of our house, dorm or 
classes. It’s constantly a threat. Because who I am is a threat. So 
for me I just want to be normal.

28:36 - 28:51 <Chris Cotter> Yea, it’s not a great way to live. <2> Yes, and I 
want the other people to be normal. Wherever they are. Just the 
taste of freedom, breathing, normal, is all I want. 

28:51 - 29:28 <Chris Cotter> Do you have anything Scott? <Scott> What about 
the conditions of the refugee camp when you stayed there? 
What were they like? Because we haven’t been there yet. Also 
say how long ago you were there. I mean how many years it has 
been since you were there. <Chris Cotter> So maybe tell us 
about Mayani. That’s the refugee camp we’ll be visiting that 
place. 
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29:29 - 30:23 <2> There are actually 4 refugee camps. First one is,
[unintelligible] it’s been there for 11 years, if I’m not mistaken.
The second one has been here for 6 years now, which I am from.
And the other ones, also three, and the other is almost one year
old. The refugee camp as you can see from the word itself,
‘refugee camp,’ is a horrible place to be. Uh.. in Mayani, first
when I was there, I was there for 8  months, fortunately. People
there stayed for 4 years, 5 years, still going on. Uh.. I would like
to start from the minors, there are little kids crossing the border
at 5. Because their father is not at home. Their mother cannot
feed them. So they cross the border, they come. <Chris Cotter>
By themselves?
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 30:24 - 33:36  <2> By themselves. You can go and see. Uh.. There are 
children, almost adults, that are age 15-18, and there are girls, 
age 15-19, constantly sexually exploited. No guardian looking 
after them. They don’t go to school. They don’t learn. At the age 
of... At this crucial age, you don’t go to school, you don’t learn,  it 
is probably the most dangerous thing you could do for yourself. 
The man over there, they’ve been staying in the refugee camp 
for almost 5 years. They’re usually... They lost hope. Uh.. They 
got nothing to look forward to. And if you got nothing to look 
forward to, staying at the hottest place on earth, you’ve got 50 
kilos of wheat. Health care, not that much. Uh... You’ve got all 
those [obstacles?] around you. You live in the society 
surrounding Ethiopian society. That has cost that has paid a 
sacrifice of this Ethiopia-Eritrea war, conflict, so.. You’re not at 
ease, living in the camp. You can’t say whatever you want to the 
UNHCR, or to the administration. There’s constantly a conflict 
with themselves. I mean, how do you put this thing? They’re 
mentally, sometimes, not stable. So.. They don’t know who to 
talk to... They don’t know where to go to.. So it’s partially a 
prison. So they would do anything to get out of it. They would go 
to smugglers, they would got to Sudan, go to Egypt, Libya and 
go across the borders to Europe. If they have the money! If they 
don’t they will go crazy there. The women there, they stayed for 
long, long time. They have health issues. Like they usually 
encountered ovarian cancer. Uh.. there husbands’ left them. 
They lost hope. The basic thing of hope. And uh.. I don’t know 
what they will do [unintelligible]. It’s very difficult. The fact that 
these people are the productive age, they are there, they are 
productive age, they could do a lot of things. They could learn, 
work, they could pay taxes. But their time is just going to waste. 
You can see for yourself. You work. You [deliver to your 
country?]. But these are all things that are not going on for them. 
So always it’s a suffering, day or night. So if a person lose hope, 
it doesn’t mean anything. Whether you live in the States or 
Australia or Canada, hope is all you need. 
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33:36 - <Chris Cotter> Um.. <Scott> Is it required for Eritrean refugees 
to stay at these refugee camps? Is it a requirement? <2>  [Nods 
‘yes’] There are two ways, the Ethiopian government has opened 
OCP (the out of camp policy) by its own initiative, you can come 
to the city if you have relatives. If someone is willing to guarantee 
you. You cannot come and live by yourself. Um.. but most of the 
time it is advisable to stay at the camp. If you don’t have cousins, 
you don’t have a guarantor, here you can’t come. Or, like us, 
school. If you have to go to school, university, you can come. 
<Scott> So that’s how you were able to get out of the refugee 
camp? Through school? <2> Yes. Through school.But some 
people through OCP, will come. 

34:42 - 35:44 <Chris Cotter> Do you think we got everything we need? <Scott> 
Yea, is there anything else that you’d like to say? Just about the 
situation? <2> For me, I would focus on the solution. Talking 
about the problems aren’t going to make any sense. There are 
two kinds of solutions, I would say. There are temporary 
solutions and there are permanent solutions. The temporary 
solution is, I mean the 10-30 years what the international 
community can do for us [I think...]. Productive people are 
staying at the camp for a very long time. These are the people 
that can be productive in any other countries. Somehow they’re 
going to go away. They’re not going to stay in the camps. So all 
the trouble crossing over the Sudan, into Egypt is just going to 
cost. It’s going to cost them. And be much more... give money to 
smugglers. But [distraction off screen..]

35:56 - 36:54 <2 cont’d> And if you could, if the international community could 
put some effort to consider this, this massive amount of exodus 
or exile to Ethiopia. Other countries. Maybe they could just offer 
us some kind of solution. You’ve seen the case of Lampadusa. 
This is because of people can’t stay in the camp for that long. 
I’m sure the international community can do something about 
this. And the permanent solution is the government in Eritrea is 
not an elected government, so it is not a legitimate government. 
Stop supporting him. You are feeding the beast. To eat the 
people. So, stop feeding the beast. And do something for the 
people. I’m sure you will sleep well at night. 
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36:55 - 37:42 <Chris Cotter> Um, you mentioned dangers from people leaving 
the refugee camps and heading towards Egypt and ultimately the 
Sinai. To get to Israel, or over to get to Libya. Um, and you 
mentioned Lampadusa, which was a boat and I think like 350.. 
<2> 362 <Chris Cotter> 362 people died. Um, on a boat. And 
more die every month on their way through the Mediterranean 
trying to get to Italy. Um, have you heard of any accounts first 
hand of people being involved to, extorted, or enslaved or 
imprisoned. 

37:42 - 39:10 <2> My friends, yes, I. Most of my friends at the camp... I had a 
friend who was killed by the mafia over there.. Whose, his 
kidneys were stolen. Most of his body parts were stolen. He died. 
He was my friend. I lost my two friends lives in Lampadusa. 
Many of my friends’ lives on the way to go to Europe. So it’s, now 
it’s personal. It’s not just against, against any um.. It’s not just a 
country issue. It goes to every house. It goes.. It knocks every 
door. So it starts getting personal. So if people are being uh.. If 
their kidneys are being stolen to go to Israel, and if people are 
going, are dying in the Mediterranean, what my life is going to 
be? Is the constant question. If I cannot live in Ethiopia, and I 
cannot stay in the camp, I will do something. And I probably 
would die. So I am a productive person. I can do a lot of good. 
So why couldn’t you pay attention to me. And for those other 
people [??] that good. It’s for your benefit too. That’s all I can say. 

39:11 - 39:29 <Chris et al> That’s good that’s the end of the card.
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